We present a vision of next generation tools and services that will enable the widespread development and use of computer interpretable ontologies. Central to that vision is the notion of distributed ontology repositories resident on multiple ontology servers containing large-scale highly structured ontologies and supported by sophisticated ontology construction, testing, merging, extraction, reformulation, and translation tools. The key enabler in the distributed ontology repository architecture is a network application programming interface (API) for ontology servers that will support storage, manipulation, and access to the contents of ontologies on a server. We describe how OKBC, an API specifically designed to provide knowledge-level interoperability among server and client systems, provides that support. We then consider the criteria for an ontology representation language and an agenda of extensions to current ontology representation languages that address major deficiencies in those languages and appear to be attainable in next generation languages. Finally, we address the issue of what reasoning is needed to support ontology repository construction and use, and describe a deductive retrieval facility under development for the Ontolingua ontology server that includes a theorem prover which runs as a background task to reformulate sentences so that are accessible by the server's special purpose high speed retrieval methods.
Introduction
We have developed an ontology development environment called Ontolingua ) that provides a suite of ontology authoring and translation tools and a library of modular reusable ontologies. The system is oriented toward authoring ontologies by assembling and extending ontologies obtained from the ontology library (Fikes et al 1997) . It has been available as a World Wide Web service (http://ontolingua.stanford.edu) for several years and has had a substantial user community at multiple sites.
Experience with the Ontolingua system has led us to an extended and refined set of ideas regarding the technology required to support the development and use of ontologies. We present those ideas in this paper. In particular, we present a vision of ontology repositories resident on multiple distributed ontology servers (analogous to distributed data base servers) containing large-scale highly structured ontologies and supported by sophisticated ontology construction, extraction, reformulation, and translation tools.
We consider ontologies to be domain theories that specify a domain-specific vocabulary of entities, classes, properties, predicates, and functions, and a set of relationships that necessarily hold among those vocabulary items. Ontologies provide a vocabulary for representing knowledge about a domain and for describing specific situations in a domain. They can be used as building block components of knowledge bases, object schema for object-oriented systems, conceptual schema for data bases, structured glossaries for human collaborations, vocabularies for communication between agents, class definitions for conventional software systems, etc.
Ontology construction and use is a complex collaborative process that crosses individual, organizational, and geographic boundaries. It involves several types of groups with differing expertise, goals, and interactions. An ontology server must be carefully structured to support this complexity. Consider, for example, the task of building schema to support the military's command and control (C2) process. A common C2 schema would provide a substrate for numerous applications in planning, logistics, intelligence, etc. With the proper underlying technology, it could support advanced knowledge-based applications as well as conventional database and software systems. To construct this schema, small groups of experts in each of the key sub-areas collaborate to specify ontologies describing the essential concepts, their properties, and interrelationships. The products of these groups of authors would then be merged and checked for consistency by a supervisory board of editors. The editors would then invite comments from a large group of reviewers and critics that include expert peers, end users, and application developers. As portions of the ontologies stabilize and the editors release them from the reviewing process, larger groups of application developers would become familiar with them and incorporate them into existing and new applications. Furthermore, the application developers may need to convert the ontologies into a form that they can readily work with in a specific knowledge representation language, database schema language, interface language, or programming language. In addition, they may need to reformulate the knowledge in the ontologies so that it can be effectively used by problem solving modules. Sophisticated tools that effectively support ontology development and use are needed to enable this scenario to become a reality. In particular, tools are needed to support the following operations:
Ontology Development
• Assemble and extend modules from ontology repositories -A primary means of overcoming the high cost of developing ontologies is to store reusable composable ontology modules in online repositories and provide tools that enable the ontologies for a given application to be constructed by assembling and extending modules from the repositories.
• Extract and taxonomize terms from other sources -The vocabulary to be included in an ontology is often gathered from documents, database schema, object schema, etc. Tools are needed to identify the technical terms in such sources and enable the ontology developer to quickly organize those terms into class-subclass taxonomies, relations, and functions.
• Merge overlapping ontologies -Ontology building often involves merging existing ontologies that describe the same domain using differing vocabularies. Integrating the vocabularies of two ontologies involves determining and specifying relationships between the intended meanings of the non-logical symbols (i.e., symbols that name the classes, relations, and functions) of the first ontology and the non-logical symbols of the second ontology. Reasoning tools are needed to assist with that task by deriving and asserting equivalence, subsumption, and disjointness relationships among the non-logical symbols of the ontologies. Facilities are then needed to enable the ontology builder to add intended equivalence, subsumption, and disjointness relationships that are intended but not entailed by the source ontologies.
• Test and debug -Ontologies need testing and debugging like any other software. Tools are needed to check for logical inconsistencies in ontologies and to enable a developer to use an ontology to describe familiar situations and query those situations to determine if the situations as described have properties that are expected and needed in the anticipated uses of the ontology. A deductive reasoner is needed to derive answers to the queries. Facilities are also needed for packaging such tests into test suites to support regression testing of new versions of ontologies.
• Evolve collaboratively -Construction of multi-use ontologies is inherently a collaborative process. Tools are needed to support large interacting groups and to provide more support for the editing and reviewing process. For example, ontology-specific configuration management facilities are needed such as a means of succinctly describing the differences between versions of an ontology. Also, reviewers need commands to annotate and suggest changes to an existing ontology without being able to actually modify it, and comments and suggestions need to be integrated with threaded e-mail discussions so that reviewers can easily determine whether or not their suggestions have been followed up on by developers.
Ontology Use
• Retrieve -Identifying ontologies in an ontology repository that satisfy applicationspecific requirements regarding content, abstraction level, view, underlying assumptions, representation formalism, usability by problem solving methods, etc. will become an increasingly difficult task as ontology repositories become larger and ontology content becomes more sophisticated. Both browsing and querying tools are needed to support such retrieval, and effective techniques for indexing ontologies in repositories by topic or by classes in a standard top level ontology need to be developed.
• Translate and Reformulate -For ontologies from an ontology repository to be incorporated into an application system, the knowledge must be translated into that system's representation language and may need to be reformulated in order to satisfy application-specific requirements regarding abstraction level, perspective, underlying assumptions, and usability by problem solving methods. Currently, knowledge base translators must be hand-coded by experts, and translation rules are typically embedded procedurally in the program. Translators are therefore difficult to build, maintain, and extend. More effective tools are needed for specifying and performing translation of repository ontologies both among knowledge representation formalisms (e.g., between KIF and IDL) and among domain-specific vocabularies.
We are developing technology that addresses key barriers to representing essential knowledge in and about ontologies, constructing ontologies, accessing the content of ontologies, and obtaining domain models from large-scale ontology repositories that satisfy a set of application-specific requirements. The technology builds on the results of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Knowledge Sharing Effort (Patil et al. 1992) , specifically by using the Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) (Genesereth and Fikes 1992) as a core representation language and the Ontolingua system as a core ontology development environment.
Distributed Ontology Repositories
Organizations and individuals often have strong ownership interests in the ontologies or components of ontologies that they develop. In addition, ontology developers tend to use personalized development tools and want to maintain what they produce on their own computing facilities. These interests and tendencies can be supported by a distributed ontology server architecture in which ontology servers, analogous to data base servers, provide facilities for storing and accessing the contents of ontologies via a common network API. An ontology library would then consist of a librarian service analogous to an information broker or information integration mediator (Wiederhold and Genesereth 1997) which provides a set of facilities for finding and retrieving ontologies from a collection of distributed servers.
In addition to distributing ontologies over multiple servers, we envision distributing ontology-related services over multiple servers. The current Ontolingua system provides facilities for constructing ontologies, using the ontology library, and translating ontologies. However, given an appropriate application programming interface (API), these facilities are separable into independent modules and can be independently developed. Such a separation enables community-wide development and experimentation with multiple forms of tools and services to support ontology construction and use. For example, we have developed an ontology development tool, Jot, in JAVA that runs as a client on an ontology developer's machine and interacts with an ontology server across a network. We would expect collections of interoperating tools to be developed for multiple operations on ontologies, including construction, merging, reformulation, and translation. Each of these tools would interact with ontology servers using the common network API.
OKBC: A Network API for Ontologies
The key enabler in the distributed ontology repository architecture being described here is a network application programming interface (API) for ontology servers that will support storage, manipulation, and access to the contents of ontologies on a server. The Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC) API developed jointly by the Knowledge Systems Laboratory (KSL) at Stanford University and the Artificial Intelligence Center at SRI International (Chaudhri, et al 1998) is such an API. OKBC is specifically designed to provide knowledge-level interoperability among server and client systems. Such interoperability enables an application to access knowledge content in a wide variety of systems, and enables application developers to develop portable reusable applications.
OKBC has three components: a knowledge model, a collection of operations, and a collection of behaviors. Knowledge obtained from or provided to a server using OKBC is assumed by OKBC operations to be expressed in an implicit representation formalism called the OKBC Knowledge Model. The OKBC Knowledge Model therefore serves as an implicit interlingua for knowledge that is being communicated using OKBC, and systems that use OKBC translate knowledge into and out of that interlingua as needed. The OKBC Knowledge Model supports both an object-oriented representation of knowledge by providing a set of representational constructs commonly found in frame representation systems and a sentential representation of knowledge by providing Tell and Ask operations with KIF sentences as arguments.
OKBC specifies a comprehensive set of operations for manipulating knowledge bases. Those operations fall broadly into the following categories:
• Operations to handle connections between client and server, e.g., establishconnection.
• Operations to find out about the representation systems and knowledge bases that are known to the server, and which knowledge bases are known to those representation systems, e.g., get-kb-types and get-kbs-of-type.
• Operations that advertise the capabilities and behavior of a knowledge representation system, e.g., get-kb-behaviors (find all of the advertised capabilities of this knowledge base).
• Operations to manipulate knowledge bases, e.g., save-kb (save the knowledge base to persistent storage).
• Operations that interrogate or modify object-oriented information both for the knowledge base as a whole and for specific elements of the knowledge base, e.g., get-kb-classes (find all the classes in the knowledge base), add-class-subclass (add a new subclass to this class), and get-frame-slots (find the attributes of this object).
• Operations that interrogate or modify properties/attributes of objects in the knowledge base, e.g., get-slot-values (get the values of this attribute), replaceslot-value (replace an existing value of an attribute with a new one).
• Operations that create, manipulate, store, and call procedures, e.g., callprocedure (call a user-defined procedure defined in the OKBC procedure language).
• Operations for manipulating error conditions, e.g., okbc-condition-p (true if its argument is an error condition).
• Operations for enumerating values and manipulating those enumerations, e.g., enumerate-slot-values (make an enumeration of the values of an attribute), and next (get the next element from the enumeration).
• Operations to enhance portability, e.g., decontextualize (given a knowledge base context-specific value, transform it into a value that is context-independent), coerce-to-kb-value (given a string return the knowledge base objects identified in that string), and value-as-string (given some value, return a printed representation of it).
• Operations that expose a sentential view of the knowledge base, e.g., ask (ask a query), tell (assert a sentence).
OKBC is a successor to the Generic Frame Protocol (GFP) (Karp et al 1995) and improves GFP in two significant ways. First, OKBC supports a larger class of knowledge representation systems because its knowledge model includes general assertions, handles systems that do not support unique symbolic frame names, provides an explicit treatment of entities that are not frames, and has a much better way of controlling inference and specifying default values. Second, OKBC can be used on practically any platform and with a substantially larger range of applications because it supports network transparency, multiple programming languages, and a remote procedure language. For example, it is now possible to use off-the-shelf Java widget-ware to write knowledge components without having to worry that the knowledge representation system may be implemented in Lisp or that the knowledge representation system may be installed on the other side of the country.
Ontology Servers
The core module in the system architecture for distributed ontology repositories is the ontology server that provides facilities for storing and accessing the contents of ontologies via a common network API. An ontology server provides a representation system for storing ontologies and a retrieval system for accessing ontology content. In this section, we consider each of those ontology server subsystems.
Ontology Server Representation System
What is an appropriate knowledge representation language for an ontology server? Ontologies are generally considered to provide definitions for the vocabulary used to represent knowledge. Therefore, perhaps some kind of specialized definition language is suitable for representing ontologies. Definitions in standard logic languages express logical equivalence between expressions containing the symbol being defined and expressions containing other symbols. Such definitions enable occurrences of the symbol being defined to be replaced by expressions containing other symbols. Sets of definitions necessarily "bottom out" in expressions containing undefined (primitive) symbols. The undefined symbols are typically given "meaning" by requiring that any interpretation of the symbols satisfy a given set of sentences (axioms) in the conceptualization being represented. Such sentences are not definitions in the classical sense and often constrain more than one of the primitive symbols so that there is no compelling rationale for exclusively associating the sentences with any one symbol. Such sentences must be included in an ontology if it is to "define" the knowledge representation vocabulary. Indeed, one might argue that these sentences that restrict the possible interpretations of undefined symbols are the essential portion of an ontology. An ontology representation language must therefore support both sentences and traditional definitions.
If an ontology is to contain sentences as well as definitions, what kinds of sentences can be included in an ontology? There does not seem to be any precise way of differentiating between sentences that are "definitional" and sentences that express "contingent facts". Nor does there seem to be a rationale for prohibiting the inclusion of any sentence in an ontology that restricts the interpretations of the symbols occurring in it since any such sentence can be considered to contribute to the specification of the "meaning" of those symbols. It therefore seems that any sentence that is not a tautology and that is considered to be true in the domain being represented is suitable for inclusion in an ontology. An ontology representation language for a given domain, then, needs to have the full expressive power of a general-purpose knowledge representation language for that domain.
Since ontologies are intended for multiple uses, an ontology representation language needs to provide a precisely defined semantics so that the intended meaning of statements in an ontology can be precisely determined.
A domain-independent ontology server needs to provide a domain-independent ontology representation language. That is, the representation language needs to have sufficient expressive power to support ontologies that provide a broad class of descriptions of a broad class of domains. One could consider building domain-specific ontology servers customized to a given set of domains (e.g., medical domains). Such servers could provide customized domain-specific ontology representation languages to ontology developers, but they would need to be able to translate the customized languages into the "knowledge model" language of the general purpose API in order to be accessible by the general purpose ontology tools.
Finally, it seems useful for an ontology representation to support in a direct way the representation of taxonomies, since much of the content of ontologies is typically expressed in such taxonomies. Therefore, the constructs typically found in frame language and description logic languages seem to be particularly useful when representing ontologies.
The OKBC knowledge model satisfies the criteria we have discussed for an ontology representation language in that it supports an object-oriented representation of knowledge by providing a set of representational constructs commonly found in frame representation systems, and it provides an assertion language with the full expressive power of first order logic.
The Ontolingua Representation Language
The original Ontolingua language, as described in (Gruber 1993) , was designed to support the design and specification of ontologies with a clear logical semantics. To accomplish this, Gruber extended the Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF). KIF is a monotonic first order logic with set theory that has a linear ASCII syntax; includes a sublanguage for defining named functions, relations, and object constants; and supports reasoning about relations, functions, and expressions by including them in the domain of discourse. Gruber extended the syntax of the KIF definition sublanguage to provide additional idioms that frequently occur in ontologies and added a Frame Ontology to enable ontologies to be specified in a pseudo object-oriented style using familiar relations and functions such as Class, Subclass-Of, Slot, Slot-Value-Type, SlotCardinality, and Facet.
For the Ontolingua Web Server, we extended the original language and ontology development facilities in various significant ways. First, we developed an object-oriented external presentation for the Ontolingua language for use by ontology developers. The internal representation of an ontology is expressed as a set of KIF axioms and a set of non-logical symbols. That is, internally, an ontology is a first-order axiomatic logical theory. The presentation is the manner in which these underlying axioms and symbols are viewed and manipulated by a user. The presentation in the Ontolingua Server's browsing and editing interface is tailored for object-oriented or frame language descriptions of a domain of discourse. The vocabulary used in this presentation is defined in the Frame Ontology.
An essential property of the extended Ontolingua Language and its presentation in the Ontolingua Server is that axioms that do not fit into the frame formalism are allowed. Such axioms are displayed as augmentations to frames or as the content of relation and function definitions. Thus, the frame language presentation does not restrict the expressiveness of the ontology, but provides the user with an object-oriented view of the ontology.
The Ontolingua Language is currently being brought into correspondence with the OKBC knowledge model, primarily by modifying Ontolingua's frame ontology to correspond to the frame language portion of the OKBC knowledge model.
Saying More In and About Ontologies
There are many gaps in the expressive power of current ontology representation languages that prevent or make impracticably difficult the inclusion in ontologies of knowledge about domains that is essential for many high priority applications and knowledge about ontologies themselves that is essential for their effective use and reuse. We describe here an agenda of extensions to current ontology representation languages that address major deficiencies in those languages and appear to be attainable in next generation languages.
Uncertainty
One of the most significant gaps in the expressive power of current ontology representation languages is their inability to adequately represent uncertain and noisy information. Koller and Pfeffer (Koller and Pfeffer 1998) are developing a representation formalism which addresses this deficiency by cleanly integrating Bayesian networks into a frame-based representation language. Bayesian networks provide an intuitive and coherent probabilistic representation of uncertainty, but have been very limited in their ability to handle complex structured domains. Koller and Pfeffer's formalism supports natural and compact definitions of probability models for a class in a way that is local to the class frame. Those models can be instantiated for any set of interconnected instances, resulting in a coherent probability distribution over the instance properties and a Bayesian network which can be processed by standard Bayesian network reasoning algorithms. We are collaborating with Koller and Pfeffer to incorporate their formalism into the Ontolingua representation language, ontology server, and associated tools. This implementation is currently providing both a demonstration platform and an experimental environment for the new formalism.
Defaults
Many frame representation systems have included facilities for describing default properties of the instances of a class. Such defaults are considered to hold for a given instance of a class unless they are overridden by defaults or values specified at some subclass of the class or at the instance itself. For example, a default color of gray may be specified for elephants at the Elephants class and be overridden by an assertion at the Royal-Elephants class that royal elephants have color white (instead of gray). Unfortunately, most of these facilities have lacked a coherent and formalized semantics. They therefore are not suitable for inclusion in a representation language for reusable ontologies.
However, there appears to be sufficient results in the research literature (e.g., Nado and Fikes 1987; Nado and Fikes 1992; Genesereth and Nilsson 1987) to specify a semantically sound extension to the OKBC knowledge model. We are currently designing such an extension in which default values can be associated with template slots and facets at classes, and exceptions to default values can be associated either with template slots and facets at classes or with own slots and facets at class instances. In such an extension, default values and exceptions inherit to class instances such that a default value V for a slot S from a class C becomes the value of own slot S at an instance I of C unless V is explicitly blocked as a default value for S from C by an exception at I.
Multiple Models
Entities in a given domain can be usefully described from multiple perspectives (views), at multiple levels of abstraction, and under alternative sets of assumptions. Thus, a "multiple modeling capability" is needed in an ontology representation language to support:
• Views, where each view corresponds to a class with its own set of descriptive properties and attributes. Constructs are needed in the representation language to enable each view class to be linked to classes that can be used as other views of a common object and each instance of a view class to be linked to the other instance descriptions of the same object.
• Abstractions, where each abstraction corresponds to a class with its own set of descriptive properties and attributes. Classes need to have class slots (e.g., "Abstracts" and "AbstractionOf") whose values define an abstraction hierarchy. In addition, a formalism is needed for describing the relationships between levels of abstractions to support reasoning across abstraction levels and propagation of changes through abstraction levels.
• Sets of incompatible alternative descriptions (e.g., with different simplifying assumptions) to assure that at most one alternative from each group is included in an ontology. Such a facility would be a generalization of assumption classes as found in compositional modeling languages (Levy et al 1997) .
Contexts
The notion of context is central for representing many aspects of knowledge. Contexts in knowledge representation languages provide a means of referring to a group of related assertions (closed under entailment) about which something can be said. For example, contexts can be used to represent the beliefs of an individual (e.g., a ship's captain) or group (i.e., a ship's crew), the information accessible to a sensor or to an agent, descriptions of situations, alternative descriptions of domain objects, or the ontology being used by an agent for a specific activity. Formal theories of context are sufficiently well developed so that constructs for representing contexts are a suitable candidate for inclusion in an ontology server representation language. (See, for example, Buvac, Buvac, and Mason 1995; and McCarthy and Buvac 1994 
Ontology Competency Expressed as Procedural Methods
A central issue when considering using an ontology from a repository in an application system is whether the candidate ontology supports the computations that are to performed by the application. That is, the potential user needs to assess the competency of the ontology (Gruninger and Fox 1994 ).
An important way in which to characterize the competency of an ontology is in terms of the computations that it supports. In particular, one would like an ontology to be accompanied by a set of procedures analogous to object-oriented methods that compute instances of the relations and functions defined in the ontology. However, in order to avoid representing ontological information procedurally rather than declaratively, one needs to assure that any result produced by the procedures are also logically entailed by the declarative statements in the ontology.
We are developing facilities that will generate and associate with an ontology a set of methods that are procedural implementations of theorems provable in the ontology. Such methods would be directly callable by applications that use the ontology and could be considered extensions of the API used to access the ontology. Our procedure compiler for an ontology is based on the following notion. If a constructive proof can be given for a sentence of the form Φ(x1,…,xn) => R(x1,…,xn), where R is a relation and Φ(x1,…,xn) is a sentence containing only computable functions and relations, then R becomes a computable relation. The compiler will produce a reference implementation in JAVA of a method that computes R(x1,…,xn) from such a constructive proof.
Ontology Annotation
As with software in general, the reusability of ontologies depends critically on the availability of information describing each ontology. Useful information to an agent considering an ontology includes the assumptions made, approximations made, topics covered, example descriptions using the ontology, competency descriptions, and relationships to other ontologies. The availability of such statements is critical for many aspects of reuse. For example, when an ontology is being constructed using existing component ontologies, they can be used to ensure that the assumptions associated with the set of component ontologies do not conflict.
A computer interpretable annotation language is needed for use in structuring ontology repositories that includes relations among ontologies such as "abstracts", "approximates", and "alternative". Annotations may also provide examples of the competency of an ontology by describing example situations using the ontology and sets of queries about those situations whose answers are derivable from the ontology.
Ontology Server Retrieval System
A central issue in designing the retrieval system for an ontology server is the extent and nature of the reasoning to be performed during retrieval. We are not designing ontology servers to support application systems by performing sophisticated problem solving or deep reasoning. 1 However, reasoning capabilities play a substantial role in tools for developing and using ontologies. For example:
• Ontology browsers that display frames need to be able to display inherited information as well as locally specified information in a frame. Thus, inheritance reasoning needs to be performed in order to support the browser.
• Ontology method generators that augment an ontology with procedures compiled from constructive proofs of relation instances using the axioms in the ontology require a theorem prover to produce the proofs.
• Ontology merging tools that determine whether classes in ontologies being merged are equivalent, disjoint, siblings, subclasses, etc. require a sophisticated deductive reasoner to determine those relationships.
• Ontology debugging tools that support describing a familiar situation using the ontology being debugged and querying the description to determine if it has expected properties require a theorem prover to derive answers to the queries.
One might consider implementing the reasoners required to support ontology development and use as modular distributed services that interact with an ontology server via the server's API. Unfortunately, that appears to be impractical because of the high speed access that reasoners typically require to the knowledge base on which they are working. For example, general-purpose theorem provers typically build extensive indexes for axioms so that they can rapidly retrieve candidate axioms for each inference step. We therefore claim that an ontology server needs to have built-in general-purpose deductive reasoning facilities to support tools for ontology development and use.
We are incorporating a general purpose model-elimination theorem prover for Ontolingua ontologies (called ATP) into the Ontolingua server. The primary means of invoking ATP from the server will be with retrieval operations which specify that the requested results may be inferred if necessary. The OKBC retrieval operations allow limited control over the inference methods employed by the underlying server. Each retrieval operation (e.g., Get-Slot-Values, Ask) accepts an inference level argument that can have one of three values: direct, taxonomic, or all-inferable. An OKBC retrieval operation with inference level direct is not required to perform any inferences, but must return at least the results that correspond to explicitly asserted (non redundant) values and sentences in the knowledge base. An OKBC retrieval operation with inference level taxonomic is required to return at least the results that would be returned by performing the retrieval with inference level direct plus those results that can be inferred from the inheritance axioms specified in the OKBC Knowledge Model. For example, retrieval of the superclasses of a class C at the taxonomic inference level would return at least the transitive closure of the explicitly asserted values of the Subclass-Of own slot, starting at C. An OKBC retrieval operation with inference level allinferable is required to return at least the results that would be returned by performing the retrieval with inference level taxonomic plus those results that can be inferred from the knowledge base by any means available to the representation system.
The ATP theorem prover will be invoked for OKBC retrieval operations having inference level all-inferable. Ontolingua, like most frame representation systems, has builtin special-purpose reasoning procedures for performing inheritance, computing inverses, and checking value type and cardinality constraints. Thus, Ontolingua can perform OKBC retrieval operations having inference level taxonomic by using efficient specialized procedures.
It seems important, in general, to distinguish between retrieval operations for ontology servers that guarantee complete results in a specified compute time and those that provide no such guarantees. For example, inheritance algorithms can guarantee complete results in compute time that is proportional to the size of the inheritance graph, whereas a general purpose theorem prover cannot guarantee that it will ever find the complete answer to a given query. We would expect that most uses of an ontology server would require fast predictable retrieval operations and so would not invoke open-ended reasoning such as performed by a theorem prover. However, such fast predictable retrieval operations cannot guarantee logical completeness with respect to all the assertions in an ontology if the ontology representation language is highly expressive (e.g., first order logic). For example, an inheritance algorithm may access instances of the Subclass-Of relation and compute the transitive closure of those instances, but not be able to infer new Subclass-Of relationships from a more general axiom such as:
In general, a given reasoning method will access only some subset of an ontology representation language (e.g., an inheritance method may access only statements of the form (Subclass-Of ?c1 ?c2)). If an ontology contains assertions outside that subset of the representation language, those assertions will not be considered by the reasoning method unless they are restated in that subset. Thus, an ontology server needs a reformulation facility if its special purpose retrieval and reasoning methods are to provide strong results. The need for reformulation of assertions in an ontology becomes particularly acute when ontologies are built by authors and translated by systems that do not use the idioms and representational conventions expected by an ontology server's reasoning methods. We expect such situations to become increasingly prevalent as ontology repositories grow and ontology development tools proliferate.
We are addressing this reformulation problem in the Ontolingua server by implementing a means of running the ATP theorem prover as a background task to derive and store sentences that are accessible by the server's special purpose reasoning methods. In particular, we will use the theorem prover to derive and store the ground literals that are accessed by the basic OKBC retrieval operations and the server's inheritance algorithms (e.g., (Instance-Of ?f ?c), (?s ?f ?v) , (Class ?x), and (SubclassOf ?c1 ?c2)). The server can then perform "fast" retrieval at the direct and taxonomic inference levels of results that are beyond the scope of the direct and taxonomic reasoners, both in terms of the number and completeness of results. This background reformulation facility may also be useful for supporting ontology translators by reformulating untranslatable portions of an ontology into the subset of the ontology representation language that is translatable (Baalen and Fikes 1993; Buvac and Fikes 1995) . Also, note that the background reformulation facility will require the availability of a truth maintenance system so that cached derived results can be removed from an ontology when the assertions on which the derivation are based are removed.
Summary
We presented a vision of next generation tools and services that will enable the widespread development and use of computer interpretable ontologies. Central to that vision is the notion of distributed ontology repositories resident on multiple ontology servers containing large-scale highly structured ontologies and supported by sophisticated ontology construction, testing, merging, extraction, reformulation, and translation tools. The key enabler in the distributed ontology repository architecture is a network application programming interface (API) for ontology servers that will support storage, manipulation, and access to the contents of ontologies on a server. We described how OKBC, an API specifically designed to provide knowledge-level interoperability among server and client systems, provides that support. We then considered the criteria for an ontology representation language and an agenda of extensions to current ontology representation languages that address major deficiencies in those languages and appear to be attainable in next generation languages. Finally, we addressed the issue of what reasoning is needed to support ontology repository construction and use, and described a deductive retrieval facility under development for the Ontolingua ontology server that includes a theorem prover which runs as a background task to reformulate sentences so that are accessible by the server's special purpose high speed retrieval methods.
